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Subject:

LIFE09 NAT/HU/000384 Falco cherrug B-H-R-S
Project visit of 04-05/09/2013

Dear Mr. GRÉDICS,
Thank you for welcoming Mr. Andrej Bača from the external monitoring team in your
premises and project areas in Hungary and Slovakia on 4 and 5 September 2013.
I appreciate the recent progress of the project in several activities, especially completion
of dissemination actions D1 and D2 (lobbying) and D3 (erecting the last information
panel in Romania).
I note that you have recently translated the texts on the project website to national
languages. Please continue your efforts and ensure that all sections are translated into
those languages without delay. It is necessary that you fulfil the article 13.4 of the
Common Provisions in a way that the information is understandable to all your national
visitors.
I appreciate your efforts made in delayed repatriation of ground squirrels (action C3) and
insulation of electric pylons (action C4). I encourage you to consider using also other
nearby donor and target localities in Hungary and Romania if necessary to increase the
amounts of repatriated ground squirrels. Please inform me about the progress and
perspectives in insulation of the pylons and about the delayed questionnaire in Romania
(action D5) in your next report.
Please be informed that the samples of timesheets collected by Mr Andrej Bača are of
satisfactory standard.
It is noted that the reference to the project in one out of the three invoices collected is
made by a stamp. While it may be accepted, you and your associated beneficiaries should
still encourage all your subcontractors and suppliers to include a clear reference in all
project related invoices they issue to you in the recommended format LIFE09
NAT/HU/000384 - Falco cherrug B-H-R-S.
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Based on your information, I expect your Mid-term Report by 15 October 2013 with the
updated overall information on the project progress. Please consider carefully the
comments and requests from our previous letters. I suggest that you consult with the
external monitoring team on preparation of the report.
Yours sincerely,

Cc:
Ms. Veronika Erős, Energy Centre Nonprofit Ltd. (LIFE+ NCP), Budapest,
veronika.eros@nkek.hu,
Mrs. Dr. Rozália Érdi, Ministry of Rural Development, Dept. Of Nature Conservation,
rozalia.szekeres.erdine@vm.gov.hu,
Ms. Éva Sashalmi, Ministry of Rural Development, Dept. Of Nature Conservation,
eva.sashalmi@vm.gov.hu.
Monitoring team: andrei .baca@astrale.org; soges-ile@astrale.org; life-nat@astrale.org
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